Existing blood transcriptional classifiers accurately discriminate active tuberculosis from latent infection in individuals from south India.
Several studies have identified blood transcriptomic signatures that can distinguish active from latent Tuberculosis (TB). The purpose of this study was to assess how well these existing gene profiles classify TB disease in a South Indian population. RNA sequencing was performed on whole blood PAXgene samples collected from 28 TB patients and 16 latently TB infected (LTBI) subjects enrolled as part of an ongoing household contact study. Differential gene expression and clustering analyses were performed and compared with explicit predictive testing of TB and LTBI individuals based on established gene signatures. We observed strong predictive performance of TB disease states based on expression of known gene sets (ROC AUC 0.9007-0.9879). Together, our findings indicate that previously reported classifiers generated from different ethnic populations can accurately discriminate active TB from LTBI in South Indian patients. Future work should focus on converting existing gene signatures into a universal TB gene signature for diagnosis, monitoring TB treatment, and evaluating new drug regimens.